The Civic Club has not as yet received any communication from the Walker Club concerning prizes supposed to have been won by the Walker Club at the first debate held early in the spring. We however hasten to the aid of the Walker Club at this time when aid is so needed. We wish to explain the meaning of the communication published in The Tech of last Wednesday. It was not as it might be supposed a hint to the Civic Club. Both sides have been for the past many weeks. It was simply a spontaneous attempt at humor which invariably seizes the members of that most favored of Courses as the examination period approaches.

At the Missouri Club dinner Thursday evening, a large number of members were present to bid farewell to the four departing seniors, G. B. Jones, B. E. Lindley, W. D. B. Motter and Norman Lombard, and to wish them a successful future.

First of championship baseball games between 1907 and 1908 today.

While our team did not win from Amherst, the result was in doubt until the last game was finished, and we may well take pride in the hard, steady fight which our men put forth.

The Amherst Team won because their men were superior in some events, and it is a pleasure to acknowledge that proved superiority. Should our men go into the contest, we may count on a good place with the same spirited support, as we may count on a good place in that contest.
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